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Does "Have a bearing on" also mean "impact"? - EnglishJun 29, 2015 — Having a bearing on an
object is an effect of sharing a trait with a says "to have bearing" in this formulation has the
meaning of relevance

Have bearing on - Idioms by The Free Dictionaryhave (any/some) bearing on (someone or
something). To impact or affect something or someone. How does my lateness have any
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bearing on meaning, have a bearing on definition | English Cobuild dictionary
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somethingCONNECTED WITHto 

BEARING | definition in the Cambridge English DictionaryJan 20, 2021 — bearing noun
(INFLUENCE). have a bearing on sth. to have an influence on have a bearing on |
WordReference ForumsI found that the Collins online dictionary is the only dictionary that says
this phrase also means "have a influence on something." Here is the 
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antonyms and example phrases at Thesaurus.com, the 

Have a bearing on definition and meaning | Collins EnglishHave a bearing on definition: If
something has a bearing on a situation or event , it is relevant to it. | Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and examplesHAVE SOME / NO BEARING ON SOMETHING (phraseDefinition of
HAVE SOME / NO BEARING ON SOMETHING (phrase): be relevant/not relevant to Change
your default dictionary to American English. See also 
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